
 

❖SERMON NOTES ❖ 

Sunday, November 24, 2019 

 

“STUFFED” 

(Philippians 2:1-11) 

 

 

It’s Thanksgiving week and that can only mean one thing: we’re going 

to stuff ourselves. Thursday most Americans are going to overload on 

turkey, dressing and pumpkin pie. And after we wake up from our 

food coma, we’ll go back for more. Stuffing ourselves with food is 

pretty much how most Americans live their lives…we’re busy trying 

to stuff our lives: stuffing our wallets, stuffing our homes, stuffing our 

calendars, stuffing our social media.  It seems the goal in life is to try 

to fill our lives with anything and everything that might make us 

happy. But is being stuffed the way God is calling us to live? 

Key Question:  

How do you see yourself…as a                              or a                          ? 

What does “funnel living” look like? 

Concern for others                                                        a concern for self  

     Romans 12:10 

A                                                     that                                    for others 

     1 John 3:17 

An attitude that                       the attitude of Jesus…                               

     1 John 2:6; Luke 9:23-25 

Less                                  and more                                                           

     Colossians 3:12; Matthew 5:16 
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food coma, we’ll go back for more. Stuffing ourselves with food is 

pretty much how most Americans live their lives…we’re busy trying 

to stuff our lives: stuffing our wallets, stuffing our homes, stuffing our 

calendars, stuffing our social media.  It seems the goal in life is to try 

to fill our lives with anything and everything that might make us 

happy. But is being stuffed the way God is calling us to live? 

Key Question:  

How do you see yourself…as a funnel or a fence? 

What does “funnel living” look like? 

Concern for others goes before a concern for self  

     Romans 12:10 

A wide view of life that makes room for others 

     1 John 3:17 

An attitude that mirrors the attitude of Jesus…empty yourself 

     1 John 2:6; Luke 9:23-25 

Less demanding and more pointing people to Christ 

     Colossians 3:12; Matthew 5:16 


